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NOTE TAKING
Take notes here...
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THOUGHTFUL DOODLING
Develope innovative thoughts here...
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CODE OF CONDUCT
Liberal International is committed to providing a safe, respectful and welcoming environment for all, regardless of 
race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, age or mental 
or physical disability. This Code of Conduct identifies the standard of behaviour expected of all event participants, 
as well as the consequences of unacceptable behaviour. It applies to all events and event-related activities. All event 
participants, including registrants, speakers, staff, volunteers, observers, guests, media and others, are expected to 
help us maintain a positive event experience for everyone.

Participants must conduct themselves at all times in a manner consistent with the values of Liberal International.
 
• Be considerate, respectful, and collaborative.
• Refrain from demeaning, discriminatory or harassing behaviour.
• Be mindful of your surroundings and of your fellow participants.
• Alert event organisers if you witness unacceptable behaviour.

Expected Behaviour

• Unacceptable behaviour includes intimidating, harassing, abusive, discriminatory, derogatory or demeaning 
conduct.

• Harassment is a course of vexatious comment or unwelcome conduct.
• Harassment includes offensive oral or written remarks, gestures, display of images or other conduct that 

demeans, belittles, insults, derides or humiliates an individual or group, or that perpetuates or reinforces 
pejorative stereotypes.

• Sexual harassment is vexatious comment or unwelcome conduct because of sex, sexual orientation, gender 
identity or expression.

• Sexual harassment includes unnecessary physical contact, unwanted touching, intrusive sexual questions, 
comments of a sexual nature, comments about bodies or appearance, and unwelcome sexual solicitations or 
advances.

Unacceptable Behaviour

Please notify an event organiser immediately. They will help contact the appropriate officials with Liberal 
International, security, or law enforcement; they can help arrange to safely escort you or others if needed, or they 
can otherwise assist you with the situation at hand. Event organisers can be identified by their Yellow Staff Badge.

What to do if you are Subject to or Witness Unacceptable Behaviour

Unacceptable behaviour will not be tolerated. Event organisers may take any action they deem appropriate, 
including expulsion without refund, and potential involvement of law enforcement officials.

Consequences of Unacceptable Behaviour
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H.E MACKY SALL  
President of Senegal (APR)
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BIENVENUE AU SÉNÉGAL!

Dear Liberal Colleagues, Dear Friends

It is my exceptional honour as the President of the Republic of Senegal to welcome you to the 62nd Congress 
of Liberal International in our national capital Dakar. Many millions of Senegalese liberals, the majority of our 
population, regardless to which party or organisation they belong, are looking forward to being your hosts here in 
Senegal. 

I am truly proud that Senegal is the only country outside of the Northern Atlantic area that will host the world 
congress of the liberals for a second time. It is a clear recognition for our vibrant liberal democracy and of our 
vigorous fight and commitment to our shared values.

The last Congress adopted the inspirational Liberal Manifesto for the 21st century. I hope that with this Congress 
Senegal and Africa will be remembered in the history of Liberal International as the venue where under the banner 
of “Liberalism 4.0” innovative solutions were conceptualised, offering profound opportunities for development and 
progress in each an every corner of the world.

Welcome to Senegal! Welcome to Africa!

Chers Collègues Libéraux, Chers Amis

C’est un honneur exceptionnel pour moi, en tant que Président de la République du Sénégal, de vous inviter au 
62ème Congrès de l’Internationale libérale dans notre capitale nationale, Dakar.

Des millions de libéraux sénégalais, la majorité de notre population, quel que soit le parti ou l’organisation à 
laquelle ils appartiennent, sont heureux de vous offrir une hospitalité chaleureuse ici au Sénégal à la fin du mois de 
novembre.

Je suis vraiment fier que le Sénégal soit le seul pays en dehors de l’espace nord-atlantique qui accueillera le congrès 
mondial des libéraux de la deuxième fois. C’est une reconnaissance claire de notre dynamique démocratie libérale et 
de notre combat vigoureux pour nos valeurs communes.

Le dernier Congrès a adopté le manifeste libéral inspirant pour le 21ème siècle. J’espère qu’avec ce Congrès, le 
Sénégal et l’Afrique seront connus dans l’histoire de l’Internationale Libérale comme le lieu où, sous la bannière 
du “Liberallisme 4.0”, de nombreuses solutions innovatrices verront le jour et offriront des opportunités de 
développement et de progrès dans chaque coin du monde. .

Bienvenue au Sénégal! Bienvenue en Afrique!
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BENVINGUTS A SENEGAL!

Dear Liberal Colleagues, Dear Friends 

It has been a great honour to serve Liberal International for three terms as its 13th President. When you elected me 
in Rotterdam to take the helm I proposed to engage the organisation and its members in a discussion of what is 
liberalism in the 21st century. 

This mission was accomplished at the Congress in Andorra where we adopted the manifesto that bears my dear 
country’s name and which exemplifies our commitment to human rights and freedoms, democracy and the rule of 
law, an international rules-based system, free and fair trade, equality of opportunity based on good education and 
health systems, climate justice and a pro-active outlook on technological advances and the future. In the year and 
a half since the adoption of the Andorra Liberal Manifesto we have started to spread the word with its publication in 
all languages of the United Nations and presented it in different parts of the world. 

We have also put it to good work supporting liberal leaders who risk life and fortunes for our shared values. This past 
summer, for example, we were in Manila, in defence of fellow liberal, the politically imprisoned, Senator De Lima 
who’s personal struggle has come to personify the closing of the political and democratic space in the Philippines. 
Ensuring that her voice continues to be heard globally, Liberal International partnered with Radikale Venstre 
(Denmark) this year to provide a powerful platform for sharing Senator De Lima’s condemnation of extra-judicial 
killings in the Philippines. Based on the success of this programme, Liberal International will launch a year long 
campaign to be launched at the 62nd Congress aimed at ramping up pressure against governments that have 
arbitrarily imprisoned political leaders. We are very pleased to announce that Anwar Ibrahim for Parti Keadilan 
Rakyat (PKR) of Malaysia, himself a political prisoner will work with Liberal International in spearheading this 
campaign in 2019. 

As we gather in Dakar to consider Liberalism 4.0 I would like to affirm that Liberal International is more necessary 
than ever: we will always be at the side of those liberals whose voices are muffled by regimes who find in 
authoritarianism, fundamentalism and/or populism new models of state oppression. 

Liberal International, colleagues, is more global than ever and about to elect a new president from outside 
Europe for the first time, having already appointed our first non-European Secretary General in 2018. And Liberal 
International is more united than ever in the fight for liberty and in the pursuit of a life worth living for every 
individual member of the human family. 

Juli Minoves-Triquell Ph. D. 
President, Liberal International 

Former Foreign Minister and Ambassador, Andorra
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DR. JULI MINOVES-TRIQUELL    
President	of	Liberal	International
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LIBERALISM 4.0: LOCAL ANSWERS FOR GLOBAL CHALLENGES

We are living in a digital society. Half of the world’s population is connected through the internet. Artificial 
Intelligence, robotics, biotechnology, infotech, have, in so many ways, a growing influence in our lives: education, 
communication, social relationships, health care, jobs, leisure. We must respond from a liberal perspective to the 
challenges that this DIGITAL WORLD of the 21st Century poses to our lives and societies.

Based on the Andorra Liberal Manifesto (2017) we should focus on the local level. Our priorities on “education 
and adaptation to the digital society”, “a better and balanced society”, “the first step towards decentralisation”, 
“migration - Social integration” “climate change and circular economy”.

EDUCATION AND ADAPTATION TO THE DIGITAL SOCIETY

Education is the most important element of the Digital Society. Liberals must promote lifelong learning in order to 
be well prepared for accelerated technological changes, that will modify our way of life, the structure of production 
of goods and services, labour markets, social communication and social relations. 

Based on the Andorra Liberal Manifesto, education is essential for human progress and finding the answer to our 
global challenges. Education must be provided at all levels. At the local level, primary and secondary schools play a 
decisive role. Liberals must pay special attention to the quality, capacities and resources devoted at the local level 
for a good formation of children and young people so they are well prepared and can adapt to the changes that lie 
ahead.  Education is fundamental for social progress and to provide equal opportunities. This will help avoid social 
inequalities and a sclerotic society.

A BETTER & BALANCED SOCIETY

Liberals cannot accept present and growing social inequalities that we observe in liberal democracies. Local 
administrations play a very important role in fighting an unequal and unbalanced society. The capabilities of local 
governments on housing, urban planning, education, health care, social assistance, and taxation create enormous 
possibilities. Local administrations that are governed by liberals must ensure that digital advancements provide 
better communications with citizens and improve the level of citizen participation in the decision making process. 
Through a smart use of new technologies transparency can be better assured and corruption avoided.

THE FIRST STEP TOWARDS DECENTRALISATION

In many countries, decision-making is centralised. Political and administrative decisions are often taken high in 
the hierarchy. We must take decision-making to where public services are provided. Regional -often cultural- 
sensitivities must be taken into account and inefficiencies avoided. The local level is the first step to consolidating a 
decentralised administration and providing better attention and services to citizens.

CONCEPT NOTE
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MIGRATION. SOCIAL INTEGRATION

Liberal societies are open to the migration of people, point 9 of Andorra Liberal Manifesto.

Migrants are integrated at the local level. Policies carried out at the local level are decisive for the adequate 
integration of newcomers. Local administrations usually have responsibilities for basic services that ensure a good 
social integration for migrants, such as housing, education, healthcare, social assistance, and job-finding schemes. 
Liberal administrations at the local level must work on the social integration of migrants and must fight to suppress 
inequalities.  

CLIMATE CHANGE

Local and regional administrations contribute massively to the protection of the environment, the fight against 
pollution and the limitation of the negative effects of climate change. Such actions must be based on the targets 
agreed at the Paris meeting of COP 21 on 12.12.2015 on climate change, with 197 signatories and the “National 
determined contributions “(NDCS). 

Many responsibilities remain of course on national administrations. Nevertheless, there are very important local 
initiatives that will help achieve the commitments agreed in Paris. For example in August 2018, 19 cities including 
Paris and Tokyo, committed to making new buildings carbon neutral from 2030 on and to retrofit others to meet the 
same standard by 2050. This year 620 cities and 122 regions have advanced climate actions. The Non-State Zone for 
Climate Action (NAZCA) lists more than 12,500 pledges by 2,500 cities, 209 regions, and over 2,100 firms and nearly 
500 investors.

Half of the world population lives in cities and by the mid-century it is forecast that this proportion will rise to 70%. 
Urban areas consume two-thirds of the world’s energy, the same applies to waste treatment, and the emission of 
air pollution, so cities are fundamental for the reduction of energy consumption, a clever use of waste in a circular 
economy (point 6 Andorra Liberal Manifesto), the increased use of renewable energies (solar and wind), and the 
application of digital solutions applied to cities (smart cities). These are essential contributions to accomplish our 
goals for climate justice.

Carles	A.	Gasòliba
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

All Day Arrival of Delegates and Guests

08:30 – 17:00 LI/FNF Youth Programme 
Youth Programme for Senegalese Youth Participants and African 
Young Leaders Participants 
By invitation only

King Fahd Hotel, 
Almadies

12:00 – 17:00 ALN Executive Committee Meeting
By invitation only

Radisson Blu 
Diamniadio

14:00 – 17:00 INLW Board and General Meeting
By invitation only

Radisson Blu 
Diamniadio

16:00 – 23:00 Registration of Delegates
Delegates staying at the Congress approved hotels can register 
upon arrival until 23:00

Ibis/Novotel/ 
Radisson Blu

17:00 – 18:00 Transfer of Youth Programme Delegates and LI Congress 
Delegates from King Fahd Hotel, Ibis/Novotel to FNF Offices

Ibis/Novotel/  
King Fahd Hotel

18:30 – 19:30 Is Liberalism a feasable political concept for development? 
Comparative views from Asia and Africa  
Open to all Congress Participants & Delegates
Panel discussion and debate 

Transport will be provided between the Congress hotels and the FNF 
office. Reception to follow at 19.30 at the FNF Office in Dakar.

FNF Office
48 Rue Leon 

Gontran Damas
Fann Residence
Corniche Ouest

Dakar

19:30 – 21:00 FNF Welcome Reception
Open to all Participants & Delegates

FNF Office
48 Rue Leon 

Gontran Damas
Fann Residence
Corniche Ouest

Dakar

19:00 – 23:00 LI Bureau Working Dinner and Bureau Meeting 
By invitation only

Radisson Blu 
Diamniadio,

Cap Vert Room

Wednesday 28 November

Events in Parallel

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS
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Thursday 29 November

TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

06:00 -07:00 Delegates Breakfast Ibis/Novotel/ 
Radisson Blu

07:00 Departure of Delegates from IBIS/Novotel
Coaches to leave the Ibis/Novotel hotel in Dakar for the Congress venue

Ibis/Novotel

07:45 – 08:30 Additional Registration of Delegates
Vote distribution for eligible delegates 
Additional delegates and guests can register at the Congress venue

CICAD Foyer
Diamniadio

07:45 – 08:15 Making the Most of Congress – Session for First-Time Congress 
Participants & Delegates

Chair:  
-	Annemie	Neyts-Uyttebroeck, President of Honour,  
  Liberal International 

Rapporteur:
- Tamara Dancheva, Head of Human Rights Programme, 
   Liberal International

Salon Musee

08:15 – 09:30 Bureau Elections 2018: Meet the Candidates

Co-Chairs: 
-	Annemie	Neyts-Uyttebroeck, President of Honour, 
  Liberal International
- Gordon Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International

Salle Ovale

09:30 – 10:00 Executive Committee Administrative Session 1

Chair: 
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International                         

Contributors: 
- Gordon Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International

• Report from the Secretariat 
• Report from the President
• Tabling of Resolutions

Salle Ovale

10:00 – 12:00 Working Group on Resolutions 

Chair: 
-	Robert	Woodthorpe	Browne,	LI Vice President, Liberal International 

Rapporteur:
- Tamara Dancheva, Head of Human Rights Programme, 
   Liberal International

• World Today Resolutions
• Other Resolutions
• Emergency Resolutions

Salle Ovale
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

12:00 – 13:00 Delegates Welcome Lunch

Host: 
-	Moustapha	Niasse, President of Parliament, Republic of Senegal

Savanna 
Restaurant

13:00 - 14:45 Official Opening of 62nd LI Congress    

Performance by Senegalese Performance Artists  

Master of Ceremony: 
-	Abir	Al-Sahlani, LI Vice President, Liberal International 

Opening Remarks:
- Omar Youm, Congress Organiser, APR
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International

Welcome Remarks by Regional Leaders: 
- Stevens Mokgalapa, President, Africa Liberal Network (Africa)
-	Francis	Abaya,	Congressman Liberal Party of the Philippines (Asia)
- Hans van Baalen, President, ALDE Party (Europe)
- Kitty Monterrey, President, Ciudadanos por la Libertad 
  (Central & South America)
- Kenneth Wollack, Past President, National Democratic Institute 
  (North America)

Statement on Behalf of Mouvement Populaire on the election of the new 
LI President
- Mohand Laenser, Secretary General, Mouvement Populaire (MP)  

Keynote Speech:
- Mahammed Dionne, Prime Minister of Senegal, 
   Alliance for the Republic, APR

Salle Ovale

14:45 – 16:45 Executive Committee Administrative Session 2

Chair: 
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International  Financial Report

Contributors: 
- Gordon Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International 
-	Manfred	R.	Eisenbach, LI Treasurer, Liberal International
- Astrid Thors, LI Vice President, Liberal International   

• Financial Report
• Membership 
• First tabling of Constitutional Amendments
• Prize for Freedom

Salle Ovale

16:45 – 17:00 Break & Refreshments Atrium

Thursday 29 November
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

17:00 – 18:00 
Breakout Session 1

Breakout Session: Win with Women: Identifying Opportunities and 
Barriers for Women in Political Parties
By application only (max 20 participants)

National Democratic Institute (NDI)  Workshop. 

Opening Remarks:
-	Caroline	Hubbard, Senior Gender Advisor, NDI

Moderator:
- Tamara Dancheva, Head of Human Rights Programme, 
   Liberal International

Salle de 
Reunion 205

17:00 – 18:00 
Breakout Session 2

Breakout Session: Women and Climate Change
INLW session 
 
Speakers:
- Hakima el Haité, Deputy President, Liberal International
- Rama Toulaye Diallo Diouf, Focal Point on Women at the Ministry of    
   Environment (Senegal) (TBC)

Salon Musee

17:00 – 18:00 
Breakout Session 3

Break Out Session: Defining African Liberalism
Africa Liberal Network (ALN) session

Salle de 
Reunion 202

17:00 - 18:00 Voting System Test with Bureau Candidates and Scrutineers

Coordinator:
- Gordon Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International

Salle 
Intervalle

18:00 – 19:30 Congress Administrative Session 1 

Chair:  
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International                          

Contributors:  
-	Gordon	Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International

• Report from the President and the Secretariat 
• Budget
• Explanation of the Bureau Election voting system
• Climate Justice Committee 
• Membership

Salle Ovale

19:30 – 20:30 Transfer of Delegates from CICAD to Place du Souvenir Africain 
Corniche Ouest

Thursday 29 November
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

06:00 – 07:00 Breakfast 

07:00 – 12:00 BUREAU ELECTIONS 
Election of Bureau Members

Salle 
Intervalle

07:00 Departure of Delegates from IBIS/Novotel
Coaches to leave the Ibis/Novotel hotel in Dakar for the Congress venue

Ibis/Novotel

08:00 – 09:00 Additional Registration of Delegates CICAD 
Foyer

Diamniadio

09:00 – 10:00 “TED TALK” STYLED SESSION: Liberalism 4.0 – Reforming Liberalism in 
the Face of 21st Century Challenges 

Master of Ceremony:  
-	Nangamso	Kwinana, Coordinator, Africa Liberal Network

Speakers:  
- Nikhil Pahwa, Digital Activist & Founder, MediaNama (India) 
- Basile Niane, Web Activist & Journalist Blogger (Senegal) 
- Armin Reinartz, Head of Office: Global Innovation Hub,  
   Friederich Naumann Foundation (Germany)

Salle Ovale

Friday 30 November 

Thursday 29 November

TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

20.30 – 23.00 Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF)
African Freedom Dinner & Freedom Speech 

Dress code: Business Attire or Traditional

Welcome Remarks:
- Jules Maaten, Regional Director for Sub-Saharan Africa, FNF
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International

Speech: 
- Karl-Heinz Paqué, LI Vice President/Chairman of FNF

Freedom Speech: 
- Mmusi Maimane, Leader, Democratic Alliance, DA

Closing Remarks: 
- Mahammed Dionne, Prime Minister of Senegal, APR

Place du 
Souvenir 
Africain 
Corniche 

Ouest
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

10:00 – 10:45 Defending Political Freedom: Free Political Leaders Campaign Launch

- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International
-	Anwar	Ibrahim, President, PKR

Salle Ovale

10:45 – 11:30 Launch of Climate Justice Committee 

Video Message: 
- Kimmo Tiilikainen, Minister of Environment, Energy & Housing, Keskusta 

Speakers: 
- Steven Linares, Minister for Culture, Media, Youth and Sport, LPG
- Pornphrom Vikitsreth, Vice Chair, DP 

Keynote Address:
- Hakima el Haité, Deputy President, Liberal International

Salle Ovale

11:30 – 12:00 LI/Radikale Venstre UDHR Campaign: A Celebration and 
Commemoration of the UDHR
All LI members to participate in the signing of a declaration reconfirming 
their party’s commitment to the UDHR

Contributors: 
- Hans van Baalen, President, ALDE Party 
- Astrid Thors, Deputy Chair LI HRC, SFP
- Judith Pallarés, Member of Parliament, L’A 

Salle Ovale

12:00 - 12:45 Liberal Heads of Government Address

Chair: 
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International

Speakers: 
- H.E Macky Sall, President of Senegal, APR 
- H.E Charles Michel, Prime Minister of Belgium, MR
- H.E Alassane Ouattara, President of Ivory Coast, RDR

Salle Ovale

12:45 - 13:00 Family Photo Salle Ovale

Friday 30 November 
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

13:00 – 14:00 High Level Liberal Leaders Lunch Co-Hosted by President Macky Sall 
and Prime Minister Charles Michel
By invitation only

Co-hosts: 
- H.E Macky Sall, President of Senegal, APR
- H.E Charles Michel, Prime Minister of Belgium, MR
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International
- Hans van Baalen, President, ALDE Party

Heads of Government, Heads of State and Leaders of Official Opposition to 
attend

Salon 
Musee

13:00 – 14:00 Delegates Lunch

Hosted by Alliance for the Republic, APR

Savana 
Restaurant

13:00 - 15:00 LI HRC Administrative Session
By invitation only

Chair: 
- Astrid Thors, Deputy Chair LI HRC, SFP

Rapporteur:
- Tamara Dancheva, Head of Human Rights Programme, 
   Liberal International

Radisson 
Blu 

Diamniadio

14:00 – 15:00
Break Out Session 4

Break Out Session: The MENA Region and Individual Liberties – Making 
Gains or Loosing Ground?
Sponsored by D66

Moderator:
- Boris van der Ham, LI HRC Member, D66

Panellists:
- Mohamed Ali Mankai, Afek Tounes (Tunisia)
-	Dhouha	Debaya, Afek Tounes (Tunisia)
- Maysing Yang, Vice President, INLW
- Sven Gerst, Secretary General, IFLRY

Salle de 
Reunion 202

Friday 30 November 
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

14:00 – 15:00
Break Out Session 5

Break Out Session: Liberal Political Campaign Strategies in the Age of 
Populism & Breaking the Communications Sound Barrier in the Era of 
#FakeNews

Moderator:
- William Townsend, Head of Communications, Liberal International 

Panellists:
- Nikhil Pahwa, Digital Ativist & Founder, MediaNama (India)
-	Suy	Kahofi, Journalist & Expert for Fact-Checking (Cote d’Ivoire) 
- Stefan Schlegel, Head of social policy, Operation Libero (Switzerland)

Salle de 
Reunion 

205

15:00 – 16:00 Theme Declaration Debate & Adoption

Chair: 
-	Carles	Gasòliba, LI Patron                                                            

Speakers: 
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International 
- Karl-Heinz Paqué, LI Vice President, Liberal International
-	Abir	Al-Sahlani, LI Vice President, Liberal International 
- Seif Sharif Hamad, Secretary General, CUF

Salle Ovale

16:00 – 16:30 Break & Refreshments Atrium

16:30 – 20:00 Congress Administrative Session 2

Chair: 
- Juli Minoves, LI President, Liberal International

Contributors: 
- Gordon Mackay, Secretary General, Liberal International 
- Hans van Baalen, President, ALDE Party
- Hakima el Haité, (Incoming)LI President, Liberal International
- Karl-Heinz Paqué, (Incoming) Deputy President LI, Liberal International
-	Robert	Woodthorpe	Browne,	LI Vice President, Liberal International 
- Boris van der Ham, LI HRC Member, D66 
- Tamara Dancheva, Head of Human Rights Programme,  
   Liberal International

• Report of the Human Rights Committee  
• Adoption of Congress Documents
• Farewell to Outgoing President 
• Bureau Election Results
• Speeches by incoming President & Deputy President
• Appointment of the President of Honour

Salle Ovale

Friday 30 November 
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TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

08:30 – 10:00 Bureau Meeting 
First meeting of newly elected Bureau Members

Radisson Blu 
Diamniadio

13:00 Bus Departure for Human Rights Field Visit Ibis/Novotel

14:00 Bus Departure for Human Rights Field Visit Radisson Blu 
Diamniadio

14:30 – 16:30 Promotion and Protection of Human Rights Along the 
Supply Chain of Senegalese Farms

Field Visit organised by LI Human Rights Committee 
Registration for this event is now closed.

Djilakh Farm

16:45 Bus Departure back to the Radisson Blu Diamniadio & 
Ibis/Novotel

Saturday 1st December

TIME ACTIVITY VENUE

20:30 – 21:00 Transport to the Presidential Palace
Transport departs from the Radisson Blu Diamniadio, Ibis/Novotel and King 
Fahd. Delegates and Guests must wear their badges to gain entry to the 
Palace. 

21:00 – 23:00 Official & Closing Dinner 

Closing Remarks: 
-	H.E	Macky	Sall, President of Senegal, APR
- H.E Alassane Ouattara, President of Ivory Coast, RDR (TBC)
- Juli Minoves, LI (Immediate Past)President, Liberal International 
- Hakima el Haité, LI President, Liberal International

Presentation of the African Freedom Prize to Mmusi	Maimane,	Leader, 
Democratic Alliance; by H.E	Macky	Sall, President of Senegal, APR

Dress code: Business Attire or Traditional

Residence 
of the 

President

23:00 – 02:00 ‘Dakar at Night’ Musical and Cultural Excursion

Numbers of delegates interested in this will be gleaned closer to the time 
and appropriate transport will be offered to the venue and back to the ho-
tel.  Please follow our website closely for more details.

Friday 30 November 
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SPEAKERS’ PROFILES

Annemie Neyts-Uyttebroeck has had a long-standing career in European 
and international politics, serving as president of Liberal International 
between 2000-05.

Ms Neyts was three-times elected as a Member of the European Parliament 
and sat on the Committee on Foreign Affairs. In 2005 she was elected 
president of the European Liberal Democrat and Reform Party (now Alliance 
of Liberals and Democrats for Europe Party) and is today a Belgian Minster 
of State.
The liberal contribution Annemie Neyts has made to international politics 
has been recognised in Belgium, with the awarding of the highest order of 
Belgium, the Order of Leopold, and internationally with her appointment as 
a Knight of the French Légion d’honneur.

Making the most of Congress

Tamara Dancheva is Head of the Human Rights Program of Liberal 
International (LI). As the organization’s leading human rights expert, she is 
responsible for driving policy proposals among liberal parties and regional 
liberal political party groupings in the area of women’s rights, LGBTI rights, 
Responsibility to Protect and Freedom of Belief. Ms. Dancheva leads LI’s 
participation and representation at the United Nations Human Rights 
Council and the UN Commission on the Status of Women and is responsible 
for external outreach with human rights parliamentary caucuses at the 
European Parliament, Inter-Parliamentary Union and the Council of Europe.

Thursday 29 November

Annemie Neyts-Uyttebroeck 
President of Honour 
Liberal International 

Tamara Dancheva 
Head of Human Rights Programme 
Liberal International
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Bureau Elections 2018: Meet the Candidates

Gordon Mackay, the Liberal International Secretary-General is a former 
Shadow Minister (Energy) and member of South Africa Parliament on behalf 
of the Democratic Alliance’s. As of 1 January 2018, Gordon took over as the 
Secretary General of Liberal International – the global federation of liberal 
political parties.  
 
Before standing for Parliament, Gordon worked for the United Nations 
Children Fund (UNICEF) in New York in the Office of Emergency Programmes 
– with a specific focus on peace-building and recovery in post conflict 
settings. Gordon holds a Masters degree in International Studies from the 
University of London, an Honours degree in Development Economics (cum 
laude) from the University of Johannesburg, a post-graduate Diploma in 
Humanitarian Studies (cum laude) from the School of Tropical Medicine, 
University of Liverpool and professional qualifications in energy economics 
from the Barcelona Graduate School of Economics.

Gordon Mackay 
Secretary General  
Liberal International

Executive Committee Administrative Session 1

Dr Juli Minoves was elected as the 13th president of Liberal International at 
the 59th Congress in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. An Andorran politician 
and the country’s longest serving foreign minister he is now an academic; 
the LI president has taken Liberal International on a journey of ideas that 
culminated in The Liberal Manifesto for the Twenty-first Century, adopted in 
2017 – the first ever adopted outside of Oxford, UK.

Starting his professional life as a diplomat, Dr Minoves served his country 
in many Ambassadorial posts, including to the United Nations, the 
United States of America, United Kingdom, Spain, and the World Trade 
Organisation. Among his political feats, he is one of the signatories of the 
Rome Statutes that founded the International Criminal Court. 

Juli Minoves
President 
Liberal International 

Robert Woodthorpe Browne has a long standing and notable background in 
the United Kingdom’s Liberal Democrats, currently serving as chairman of 
the party’s Federal International Relations Committee. He was elected vice-
president at LI’s 60th congress in Mexico City in 2015.

Mr Woodthorpe Browne has been politically active since 1960, when he 
joined Liberal Party and he has stood in both national and international 
elections. His engagement in the field of international liberal cooperation 
has been extensive: as the former Chairman, now Deputy Chairman and 
Vice-President, of the British Group of Liberal International as well as 
Council Member of ELDR (now ALDE Party).

Robert Woodthorpe Browne speaks English, French, Spanish and German, 
was invested with the UK state honour MBE in 2013. He is a council member 
of the Royal Institute for International Affairs (Chatham House) and is 
master world trader of The Worshipful Company of World Traders.

Working Group on Resolutions 

Robert	Woodthorpe	Browne 
LI Vice President  
Liberal International
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Mr Niasse has enjoyed a long career in both the civil service and 
government and was appointed to his first ministerial post in 1979 and 
Prime Minister in 1983.  In addition to his ministerial duties domestically, 
Mr Niasse has enjoyed success within his UN appointments as UN 
Secretary General in the Great Lake countries and as a special envoy to the 
Democratic Republic of Congo to assist with helping parties there reach 
an agreement with the transition of power sharing. In 2005 Kofi Annan 
appointed Mr Niasse as a member of the High Council for the Alliance of 
Civilisations.

Delegates Welcome Lunch

Jingeen Ni is an all female orchestra and the only one in Senegal and 
perform their own original songs and music which encourage female 
empowerment and give a voice to those who are disenfranchised and 
promote good citizenship, peace and equality.
 

Official Opening of 62nd LI Congress  

Abir	Al-Sahlani 
LI Vice President 

Abir al-Sahlani is a Swedish politician with a background in international 
development. She was elected as vice-president at LI’s 70th-anniversary 
congress in Andorra in 2017.

Between 2011-14, Ms Al-Sahlani was a Member of Parliament and, prior to 
this, served as one of the youngest members of the Härnösand municipality 
council. Iraqi by birth, she has worked extensively on reconstruction and 
democracy projects in Iraq. 

In 2003 she returned to Iraq for four years, where she worked as Liaison 
officer for the Governing Council of Baghdad (2003-04), coordinating 
relations between the council and Iraqi ministries and successfully promoted 
the founding of a centre for democracy and a youth parliament. She has a 
Master’s degree in computer system science from Stockholm University.

Jingeen Ni
Senegalese  Performance Artists

Moustapha Niasse 
President of Parliament
Republic of Senegal

Abir	Al-Sahlani 
LI Vice President
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Stevens Mokgalapa was elected President of the Africa Liberal Network at 
the 13th General Assembly in Nairobi, Kenya on 22 – 25 March 2017. He is a 
Member of Parliament for the Democratic Alliance (DA) and the Shadow 
Minister of International Relations and Co-operation in South Africa. The 
DA is the country’s official and largest opposition party and have been a 
member party of the ALN for many years. 

Before being elected as the President of ALN, he served as the vice-
President for Southern Africa in between his various positions in local and 
national politics in South Africa. He served the City of Tshwane Metro for 
nearly 9 years both as Ward and PR Councillor. Stevens joined the DP in 1999 
as a Regional Executive Member, advancing to Branch Chairperson of the 
CBD branch and later Township Strategy Coordinator Member. 

El Hadji Omar Youm is a Senegalese politician and member of Alliance pour 
la Démocratie et la Fédération (Burkina Faso) as well as Alliance Pour La 
Republique (Senegal). 

The promotion of liberalism, helping local communities and creating 
opportunities for the people have been his life’s commitment.

Youm holds a Masters in Law from University Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar and 
has trained in civil and commercial law. His passion for politics started as a 
young liberal under Maître Wade (a former President of Senegal). 

Omar Youm 
Congress Organiser, APR

Stevens Mokgalapa 
President 
Africa Liberal Network

Congressman Francis Gerald A. Abaya is a Member of the Philippine House 
of Representatives, representing the First Legislative District of Cavite, 
Philippines.  He is a member of the Liberal Party of the Philippines. 

He comes to Congress, succeeding an illustrious name that is traced to 
the First Presidency of the  Philippine Republic.  He is the great grand son 
of President Emilio Aguinaldo.  He also immediately succeeded his brother, 
ex-Congressman and former Secretary of Transportation Joseph Emilio A. 
Abaya, also the  former President of the Liberal Party of the Philippines.
Congressman Abaya is an architect by profession.

He obtained his degree in Bachelor of Architecture at Wentworth 
Institute of Technology in Boston, Massachussets, USA.  Upon returning 
to the Philippines in 2002, he took and passed the Architectural Board 
Examination, and then pursued his profession as the Resident Architect of 
a number of construction and real estate companies.  For several years, he 
also taught Architecture at the De La Salle University in Cavite, Philippines.  

He is a member of the United Architects of the Philippines and the 
Philippine Institute for Architects, which recently named him as a Fellow. On 
a personal note, he is married to a Physician, and has two daughters and 
one son.

Francis	Abaya 
Congressman
Liberal Party of the Philippines
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Kitty Monterrey is the National President of the Party: Citizens for Liberty 
in Nicaragua. Following a successful professional career both in the 
United States and in Nicaragua, in 2005 she actively supported Eduardo 
Montealegre in founding a new liberal political party.

Ms. Monterrey held the position of Executive Director until 2016, when the 
legal representation for the Party was revoked by the government, in an 
effort to suppress all liberal opposition. Following that year’s fraudulent 
elections and with the support of thousands of their former members, she 
founded her new Party, Citizens for Liberty (CxL). 

Hans van Baalen was elected President of the Alliance of Liberals and 
Democrats for Europe Party on a two-year mandate on 21 November 2015 
at the Party Congress in Budapest, Hungary. Mr. Van Baalen is a Dutch 
politician of the People’s Party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD), serving 
as a Leader of the VVD in the European Parliament since 2009. He is also 
currently the chair of the European Parliament delegations for relations 
with South Africa. A jurist and management consultant by occupation, 
before his political career Mr. Van Baalen worked within the public relations 
department of Deloitte Consulting. 

He also spent significant time in the Dutch House of Representatives, where 
he was a member of the Foreign Affairs Commission, European Affairs and 
the Defence Commission. Being a former President of Liberal International 
(LI) between 2009-2014, succeeded by Juli Minoves, LI is happy to welcome 
Hans Van Baalen back to the Dakar Congress 2018.

Kenneth Wollack is the President of the National Democratic Institute (NDI), 
a Washington D.C. - based NGO that supports democratic institutions and 
practices around the world. Before he joined NDI, Mr. Wollack co-edited the 
Middle East Policy Survey newsletter and wrote regularly on foreign affairs 
for the Los Angeles Times.  
 
Mr. Wollack also served as the legislative director of the American Israel 
Public Affairs Committee and on the staff of the McGovern Presidential 
Campaign in 1972.

Hans van Baalen 
President 
ALDE Party

Kitty Monterrey 
President  
Ciudadanos por la Libertad 

Kenneth Wollack 
Past President 
National Democratic Institute
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Mohand Laenser is a Moroccan politician and current Secretary-General of 
Mouvement Populaire (MP). In 1993, Mr. Laenser was elected as a deputy in 
the legislative elections, attain reelected in the communal elections in 1997, 
and the legislative elections of 2002. 

Holding a high degree from the National School of Administration (ENAP), 
he has since, accomplished many functions in the Ministry of Post and 
Telecommunications. A post that he was appointed to by late King Hassan II 
in 1983, and also a position that became extended into a second mandate.  

Mr. Laenser is also the current Minister of Agriculture and Rural 
Development of the Kingdom of Morocco

Mahammed Boun Abdallah Dionne is a Senegalese politician and member 
of the Alliance for the Republic (APR), and is the serving Prime Minister of 
Senegal. In his early career, Mr. Dionne worked as an engineer specialising in 
applied economics at the Central Bank of West African States. 

Mr. Dionne has also worked for the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organisation, which is mandated to promote and accelerate inclusive and 
sustainable industrial development in developing countries and economies 
in transition. 

Before becoming Prime Minister, he had served as an advisor to the 
President with the rank of minister tasked with overseeing an economic and 
social development plan in Senegal.

Mohand Laenser
Secretary General
Mouvement Populaire

Mahammed Dionne, 
Prime Minister of Senegal
Alliance for the Republic 

Manfred has a background in law and economics, which he studied at 
universities in Munich, Geneva and Bonn. A member of the German Council 
on Foreign Relations (DGAP) and the German Atlantic Association, he 
started his professional career as a tutor at Bonn University in 1972 and 
between 1974-80 he served in various FDP parliamentary staff positions 
before heading the FDP Bundestag joint whips’ office for ten years until the 
all-German general elections following German Reunification in 1990. 

From 1990 through 2004 he held the office of FDP Bundestag managing 
director and chief of staff. He is currently the secretary general of the 
Deutsche Gruppe der Liberal International and also heads a strategic 
political consultancy.

Executive Committee Administrative Session 2

Manfred	R.	Eisenbach
LI Treasurer
Liberal International
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Astrid Thors is a lawyer, a Finnish politician and the former Organisation 
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) High Commissioner on 
National Minorities (2013-2016). She was elected vice-president at LI’s 70th-
anniversary congress in Andorra in 2017.

Ms Thors has extensive experience in international politics and human 
rights. She served parliamentary terms in the European Parliament (1996-
2004) and in the Finnish Parliament (2004-2013), where she was the Finnish 
Minister of Migration and European Affairs (2007-11). Astrid Thors was vice 
chair of the Swedish People’s Party of Finland (SFP) between 1992 2000. She 
was also elected vice-president of ELDR (now ALDE) 2011-13. 

Astrid Thors 
LI Vice President 
Liberal International  
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Thursday 29 November 17:00 – 18:00 

Caroline Hubbard is a seasoned trainer and expert in women’s political 
participation and is the senior technical advisor on gender and democracy 
at the National Democratic Institute (NDI), where she has worked for over 
five years to support the aspirations of women to participate and lead in 
legislatures, political parties, electoral processes and civil society. 

Since starting at NDI, Ms. Hubbard has helped the Institute to create 
innovative strategies and tools to engage women as equal and active 
partners in shaping and leading inclusive democratic societies, including the 
institute’s theory of change for developing gender equitable democracy and 
the Not The Cost initiative to combat violence against women in politics. 

Caroline is currently leading NDI’s Votes Without Violence campaign. 
Launched in 2015, it is building awareness and collecting data on violence 
against women in election through NDI’s support to citizen election 
observation around the world.

Breakout Session 1

Win with Women: Identifying Opportunities and Barriers for Women in Political Parties

Breakout Session 2

Women and Climate Change

Hakima el Haité, is a Moroccan politician and climate scientist who serves 
as Minister delegate in charge of the environment. As Morocco’s Minister of 
Environment in 2016, Ms El Haité was the host of the United Nations Climate 
Change Summit, COP22. She was elected deputy president at LI’s 70th-
anniversary congress in Andorra in 2017.

Holding two PhD’s related to the environment and environmental 
engineering, Dr El Haité was responsible for the enshrining of public 
environmental policies in Morocco’s constitution, ensuring that every 
public policy has to include a component on sustainable development. In 
2016, Hakima el Haité received France’s highest order of merit, the Légion 
d’Honneur, for her national and international commitment to ecological 
causes.

Caroline	Hubbard 
Senior Gender Advisor
NDI

Hakima el Haité 
Deputy President 
Liberal International
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Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF) African Freedom Dinner & Freedom Speech 

Jules Maaten is a Dutch politician and since August 2016 Regional Director 
for sub-Sahara Africa for the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom 
(FNF), based in Johannesburg. Mr Maaten is a former municipal councillor, 
Secretary General of Liberal International, President of IFLRY and MEP.

AFRICAN FREEDOM DINNER 
& FREEDOM SPEECH
Thursday 29 November 17:00 – 18:00 

Jules Maaten 
Regional Director for  
Sub-Saharan Africa 
FNF

Professor Karl-Heinz Paqué is the chairman of the Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation for Freedom (FNF). As well as being a member of the Freie 
Demokratische Partei (FDP) federal executive committee, he was elected as 
one of the vice-presidents of Liberal International at the 70th-anniversary 
congress in Andorra in 2017. 

In addition to serving as minister of finance to the state of Saxony-Anhalt 
between 2002-06, Professor Paqué is today the Chair of International 
Economics at the Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg and Dean of 
the faculty of economics and management.
 
He holds Ph. D. from the University of Kiel where he worked as a Professor, 
research director, and department head at the Kiel Institute for the World 
Economy from 1991-1996. Professor Paqué is the recipient of an honorary 
doctorate from the University of Miskolc, Hungary and is chief editor of 
the Journal Perspektiven der Wirtschaftspolitik of the German Economic 
Association.

Karl-Heinz Paqué 
LI Vice President/Chairman of FNF
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Mmusi Maimane is the federal leader of the Democratic Alliance, South 
Africa’s main Opposition party. 

Mr Maimane has been a member of parliament for 8 years, serving as 
leader of the DA since 2015. In addition, he is a philanthropist and chairs a 
number of NGO boards. The foundations he is involved with are primarily 
focused on HIV/AIDS and rural and youth development. He holds a Master’s 
Degree in Theology, a Master’s Degree in Public Administration and speaks 
seven South African languages fluently.

Mmusi Maimane 
Leader 
Democratic Alliance

“TED TALK” STYLED SESSION:  
Liberalism 4.0 – Reforming Liberalism in the Face of 21st Century Challenges

Friday 30 November

 Nangamso Kwinana is the newly appointed Coordinator of the Africa 
Liberal Network She holds a BA Degree in International Relations & 
diplomacy from the University of South Africa. 

Prior to her appointment to ALN Coordinator, Nangamso has held a variety 
of positions within the Democratic Alliance in South Africa, including the 
Coordinator of Ancillaries & Strategic Markets. 

She is an Alumni of the presitgioues DA Young Leaders Programme and  is 
passionate about youth development from the SADC region. 

Nangamso is sort after Master of Ceremonies, having successfully MC’d a 
number of high profile political rallies and events

Nangamso is the eldest of 2 daughters and was born and raised in 
Gugulethu in Cape Town in South Africa. 

 Nangamso Kwinana 
Coordinator 
Africa Liberal Network

Nikhil Pahwa is an Indian journalist, digital rights activist, and founder of 
MediaNama, a mobile and digital news portal and leading publication 
chronicling the growth of India’s digital ecosystem. 

Mr. Pahwa is also a Ted-fellow and co-founder of SaveTheInternet, which 
was the most extensive grassroots campaign in the history of India, with 
over a million people participating. He is also the co-founder of the Internet 
Freedom Foundation, which focuses on advocacy for an open Internet in 
India. His company – MediaNama was awarded as an Ecosystem Builder by 
Fortune Magazine in 2016. 

In 2012, Mr. Pahwa was also listed in the Magazine India Today as one of the 
35 “Indians of Tomorrow.”

Nikhil Pahwa 
Digital Activist & Founder  
MediaNama
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Basile Niane is a prominent web activist and journalist blogger in Senegal, 
who has been active online for over ten years. Mr. Niane was a leading 
initiator of Ndadjetweetup, (the most significant meeting of Senegalese 
bloggers) as well as the President/founding member of the Blogger 
Network of Senegal. The launch of Social Net Link- the first Senegalese 
online platform for Tech News, provides African bloggers and journalist to 
create local content – something of great importance for Mr. Niane. 

His passion for blogging allowed him to join the Seneweb.com team - the 
first portal in Francophone Africa. For over four years Mr. Niane has been 
helping people create blogs and share their passions. As a result of his 
efforts, Seneweb’s blogging platform now has more than 5000 bloggers 
with more than 2 million articles.

Armin Reinartz is ‘Head of Global Innovation Hub & Greater China Office’ of 
the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom in Hong Kong.  Armin’s work 
focuses on supporting FNF and liberal partners in their efforts to become 
more innovative in methods, structures and game changing topics such as 
E-Government, Smart Cities, StartUp, AI and Blockchain policies. 

The second pillar of his work is providing liberal China expertise to improve 
responses to China’s global reach. Before opening the office in Hong Kong, 
Armin worked as FNF’s Regional Project Manager in Bangkok. Prior to joining 
FNF, Armin held various positions within IFLRY and the German Liberal Youth 
(JuLis) and has been active within FDP since the age of 16. 

He holds a Master Degree in Public Policy from Peking University, Beijing, 
and a Master Degree in Contemporary East Asian Studies from the 
University of Duisburg-Essen.

Defending Political Freedom: Free Political Leaders Campaign Launch

VIASKYPE CALL
 
Dato’ Seri Anwar Ibrahim MP: Anwar Ibrahim is a Malay politician, current 
President of the People’s Justice Party (Parti Keadilan Rakyat - PKR). He 
was Leader of the Opposition between 2008 and 2015. In May of this year, 
Mr. Anwar was pardoned by the King of Malaysia following his unjust 
imprisonment since 2015. Mr Anwar returned to front-line politics after 
winning a by-election in October 2018. 

The May 2018 general election marked the first change in government in 
Malaysia’s history, with the former ruling coalition having governed the 
country since independence in 1957. Throughout Mr Anwar’s incarceration, 
Liberal International and many of its member parties lobbied and 
campaigned for his release.

Basile Niane 
Web Activist & Journalist Blogger

Armin Reinartz 
Head of Office: Global Innovation Hub  
Friederich Naumann Foundation

Anwar	Ibrahim 
President 
Parti Keadilan Rakyat
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Launch of Climate Justice Committee

Kimmo Tiilikainen was appointed Minister of the Environment, Energy and 
Housing in May 2017. Before that he served the same Government as the 
Minister of Agriculture and the Environment since May 2015. Mr. Tiilikainen 
has been a Member of Parliament since 2003 and previously served as the 
Minister of the Environment from 2007 to 2008. 

He is also an organic farmer and forester and has a long-standing personal 
interest in finding solutions to the challenges of the global climate change.

Mr Steven Linares is a MP at the Gibraltar Parliament and is the Minister for 
Culture, the Media, Youth and Sport. He was instrumental in changing the 
method of electricity production in Gibraltar, as well as building the facilities 
for the forthcoming carbon-neutral Gibraltar International Natwest Island 
Games.  

In addition to these large projects, Mr. Linares helped bringing “Friends of 
the Earth” – an international network of environmental organisations – to 
Gibraltar.

Pornphrom Vikitsreth is a policy analyst at the democrat party of Thailand 
and has been a strong advocate of the party’s climate change agendas, 
employing both mitigation and adaptation approaches.  
 
He has also raised awareness of climate change matters among youth 
networks and local communities around the country and holds an MSc in 
Global Affairs from New York University. 

Pornphrom Vikitsreth 
Vice Chair 
DP

Kimmo Tiilikainen 
Minister of Environment, Energy & 
Housing - Keskusta

Steven Linares
Minister for Culture, Media, Youth 
and Sport - Liberal Party Gibraltar
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LI/Radikale Venstre UDHR Campaign: A Celebration and Commemoration of the UDHR

Judith Pallarés is a member of Liberals d’Andorra and a Member of 
Parliament. Her strong commitment to liberalism was first shown in 2003 
as a young mother when she was elected to her hometown’s Council which 
paved the foundation for her party’s return to the Andorran Parliament in 
2015.

Pallarés has a political science degree and extensive training and expertise 
in project management. This was clearly displayed at the 2017 LI Congress 
in Andorra, where she was the on-site organiser who led the team of 
members & volunteers that drove success in the event. With a solid 
financial management and funding, she hopes to build on these keys to 
ensure prosperity for Liberal International. Pallarés offers to build a positive 
relationship of smooth communication with the membership + partners in 
Spanish, French and English.

Judith Pallarés 
Member of Parliament  
Liberals d’Andorra

Liberal Heads of Government Address

President Macky Sall was born on December 11, 1961 in Fatick, the town 
to which he served as Mayor from 2009 to 2012. President Sall was Prime 
Minister for three years from 2004 to 2007, and also acted as President 
of the Senegalese National Assembly from 2007 to 2008. Elected fourth 
President of the Republic of Senegal in March of 2012, he took office on April 
2, 2012. 

As a candidate of the “Macky 2012” coalition, he campaigned throughout 
the country under the slogan “the path to true development,” while keeping 
the lines open with the Opposition Movement of June 23 (M23). Mr. Sall 
took second place in the first round, with 26.58% of the votes, compared 
to34.81% for the incumbent President. Before the second round, he rallied 
all defeated candidates in the Benno Bokk Yakkar coalition (meaning 
“united for the same hope” in the local language, Wolof) and won the 
election on March 25 over the incumbent -. The outgoing President called 
Mr. Sall on the same evening to congratulate him before the results were 
officially proclaimed by the Constitutional Council (65.80% of the votes, 
compared to34.20% for the incumbent).

H.E Macky Sall  
President of Senegal
Alliance Pour la République

Prime Minister Michel was first elected in 1999 and became the Minister of 
Home Affairs in 2000 and in 2007 Minister for Development Cooperation.  In 
2011 Prime Minister Michel became leader of Movement Reformatuer and 
subsequently Prime Minister in 2014.  

Prime Minister Michel is a qualified lawyer and member of the Jodoigne 
Young Liberals since 1991 and Mayor of Wavre since 1 December 2006.

H.E Charles Michel 
Prime Minister of Belgium
Mouvement Réformateur
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Alassane Dramane Ouattara (born 1 January 1942) is an Ivorian politician 
who has been President of Ivory Coast (Côte d’Ivoire) since 2010. An 
economist by profession, Ouattara worked for the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the Central Bank of West African States (French: Banque 
Centrale des Etats de l’Afrique de l’Ouest, BCEAO), and he was the Prime 
Minister of Côte d’Ivoire from November 1990 to December 1993, appointed 
to that post by President Félix Houphouët-Boigny. Ouattara became the 
President of the Rally of the Republicans (RDR) in 1999. He is a Nominal 
Vice-President of Liberal International.

H.E Alassane Ouattara 
President of Ivory Coast
Rassemblement des Républicains
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Mohamed Ali Mankai  joined Afek Tounes in 2014. He is currently a member 
of the party’s “Political Bureau”, where he in charge of the relations with 
Civil Society. Mr. Mankai graduated from the Higher Institute of Business 
Studies of Lyon. 

His professional career spans several experiences, such as 
consulting, banking, sales and marketing  in different manufacturing 
and services companies. Mr. Mankai has also published several papers on 
national and international magazines related to political and economical 
issues. 

Dhouha Debaya graduated in English Civilisation and Literature. She has 
also been trained communications and entrepreneurship, which has layed 
the foundation for her activities  in the civil society. 

She is a member of the Regional Bureau of Afek Tounes in Gabes (South 
Tunisia), and is the leader of Afek Tounes youth organisation. 

She also worked as a project development coordinator for a Tunisian-
Serbian company.

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

Breakout Session 4

Friday 30 November 14:00 – 15:00 

Boris van der Ham has dedicated a large part of his professional life to the 
fight for human rights and equal opportunities. During his time in office 
as a well-respected parliamentarian for D66, Mr. Van der Ham drafted 
several bills, including one that abolishes the ban on blasphemy and one 
that requires equal treatment for the handicapped as well as for gays and 
lesbians. After Mr. Van der Ham chose to take a break from party politics he 
continued his dedication to individual liberty, in publishing and as President 
of the Dutch Humanist Alliance. In this position he is focussing on issues of 
freedom of speech, education and solidarity with atheists and humanists in 
Islamic countries.

The	MENA	Region	and	Individual	Liberties	–	Making	Gains	or	Loosing	Ground?

Boris van der Ham 
LI Human Rights Committee 
Member - D66

Mohamed Ali Mankai  
Afek Tounes (Tunisia)

Dhouha Debaya 
Afek Tounes (Tunisia)
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Maysing Yang was appointed Ambassador-at-large for Human Rights 
and Democracy in 2017. She is also currently Vice President of INLW; 
Commissioner for International Affairs Commission in Taiching City 
Government; Commissioner for the Promoting English as an Official 
Language Commission for Tainan City Government and; is a Senior Fellow at 
the Taiwan Foundation for Democracy.  
 
Maysing Yang has previously held the positions  Vice President, Taiwan 
Foundation for Democracy (TFD), Vice Minister for Overseas Community 
Affairs Council in Taiwan, Chair of the Research and  Planning Board 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Taiwan, and Director for the Straits 
Exchange Foundation,Taiwan.

Sven Gerst is the Secretary General of the International Federation of Liberal 
Youth (IFLRY). He is also a member of Junge Liberale (JuLis) and FDP, 
and has taken various positions in both organisations on a local, regional, 
and national level. Sven is a PhD Student in Political Philosophy at the 
Department of Political Economy at King’s College London. His research 
mainly focuses on matters of global justice, democratic responsibility, 
and individual accountability. At King’s College London, Sven also teaches 
courses on political and economic philosophy, environmental economics, 
meta-ethics, and contemporary issues in applied ethics. 

Previously, he also studied and worked at Harvard University, Duke 
University, St. Petersburg State University, and National Taiwan University. 

Maysing Yang 
Vice President 
INLW

Sven Gerst  
Secretary General
IFLRY
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Suy Kahofi Jischvi is a journalist and multimedia producer based in Dakar, 
Senegal. He graduated from the Institute of Communication Sciences 
and Technology of Abidjan (ISTC Polytechnique). He is the co-founder of 
the Ivorian pure-player Eburnie Today specialising in fact checking and 
investigative journalism. Suy Kahofi’s 15-year career has been marked by 
stints in the community radio community as a producer and correspondent 
for SUD Fm and the West Africa Democracy Radio .

He is particularly interested in the development and use of the internet for 
radio and traditional media. In this capacity, he held the position of regional 
program manager for social and community media for the PANOS Institute 
West Africa before joining the French service of the BBC (BBC Africa). 

He is also a Scientific journalist specialising in infectious diseases and 
vaccination, he has been a media trainer in West and Central Africa for 
the World Federation of Scientific Journalists. He also collaborates with the 
Journalist For Justice Project, whose mission is to promote a balanced public 
debate on international criminal justice.

Break Out Session 5

Liberal Political Campaign Strategies in the Age of Populism & Breaking the Communications  
Sound Barrier in the Era of #FakeNews

William Townsend is head of communication and political outreach for 
Liberal International (LI), for whom he has worked for five years.

Prior to joining LI, Mr Townsend managed political campaigns for the Liberal 
Democrats (UK), helping to secure some of the party’s best election results 
at local, national and international levels. William subsequently worked on 
other international campaigns, including cross-party initiative ahead of 
the 2011 presidential election in the Democratic Republic of Congo, before 
working for the Royal Africa Society in London.

Stefan Schlegel is a legal scientist, specialising in constitutional law, human 
rights law and migration law. He currently works as a senior research fellow 
at the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity in 
Göttingen, Germany. 

Originally from Switzerland, Stefan was involved in the foundation of the 
Swiss grassroots Think Tank on foreign policy, “foraus - Forum Aussenpolitik” 
where he led the migration programme. In 2014, Stefan helped to bring into 
being the liberal political movement “Operation Libero” in Switzerland, a 
movement that leads political campaigns in the context of the numerous 
referenda in Switzerland’s direct democracy. Operation Libero since 
managed to deal several blows to the right-wing populists that dominate 
the country’s politics. Stefan is a member of the board and co-responsible 
for Operation Libero’s political programme.

William Townsend  
Head of Communications  
Liberal International  

Suy	Kahofi 
Journalist & Expert for Fact-Check-
ing (Cote d’Ivoire)  

Stefan Schlegel 
Head of social policy  
Operation Libero (Switzerland) 
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Theme Declaration Debate & Adoption

Carles Alfred Gasòliba i Böhm is a Catalan economist, politician and 
consultant, specializing in European issues. He currently chairs the think 
tank Barcelona Center for International Affairs (CIDOB) and he is a patron 
of Liberal International. 

Formed at the University of Sussex and the Autonomous University of 
Barcelona (UAB), where he obtained respectively the titles of Master of Arts 
in Industrial Economics and Doctor of Economic Sciences, his professional 
career in the economic specialty began in 1968 as an adviser in industrial 
investments of the Banca Catalana Group. 

Simultaneously and from 1974 , he taught Industrial Economics at the UAB. 
In 1979 he joined the Institut d’Estudis Catalans and in 1982 he became 
general secretary of the Patronat Català Pro Europa, an entity of the 
Generalitat of Catalonia dedicated to the issues of the European Union.

Seif Sharif Hamad is the Secretary General of the Civic United Front (CUF), 
a liberal democratic party founded in 1992. He won the presidential elec-
tions in Zanzibar held in 2015 with 53% but was denied victory after the 
ruling party refused to concede defeat and instead ordered the annulment 
of the elections.

Mr. Hamad has a long and impressive political career, having previously 
served as a member of the House of Representatives (1980 – 1988), mem-
ber of parliament (1977 – 1980), Minister of Education (1977 – 1980), Chief 
Minister of Zanzibar (1984 – 1988) and First Vice President of Zanzibar (2010 – 
2015). During one-party era, he served as a member of the powerful Cen-
tral Committee and National Executive Committee of CCM, then the sole 
political party allowed in Tanzania. 

He was expelled from CCM in 1988 after challenging the party leadership 
and their policies towards Zanzibar. He was arrested in 1989 and spent 30 
months in prison on politically motivated charges. Amnesty Internation-
al declared him as a prisoner of conscience in 1989. He was released from 
prison in 1991.

Born in 1943, he holds a B.A. (Hons) degree in Political Science, Public 
Administration and International Relations from the University of Dar es 
Salaam.

Carles	Gasòliba
LI Patron     

Seif Sharif Hamad
Secretary General
CUF
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COMMEMORATION OF THE 70TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNIVERSAL 
DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

In partnership with Radikale Venstre

Why is the Universal Declaration for Human Rights (UDHR) important? Has it has been successful in promoting 
and advancing human rights around the world? What are the current challenges and how can liberals work 
alongside other political party representatives, human rights activists, and relevant regional and international 
actors in order to address them?

At a time when populism and far right extremism have taken a central stage in traditionally liberal societies, Liberal 
International (LI) and Radikale Venstre (RV) have teamed up to defend and reclaim one of our most intrinsically 
liberal values: the respect for basic human rights.

Commemorating the 70th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the past six months have seen 
an extensive joint campaign, between LI & RV, culminating in the dellivery of a series of infographics, videos, and op-
ed articles from prominent liberals and current political prisoners who have defended the international human rights 
system at a time when its legitimacy is questioned by many.

Under the theme 70 Years on: A Recomittment to the UDHR, we, the global liberal family, recommit to the 
protection, promotion and advancement of  Human Rights for all without fear or favour as enshirned in the UDHR. 
This powerful statement will send a clear an unabigious message: Liberals will #StandUp4HumanRights against all 
forms of populism, the use of arbritary state power and the abuse of digital soveriegnty. 

This commemmorative Congress signing will be followed by a conference hosted by RV Leader Morten Østergaard at 
the Danish Parliament on 7 December 2018. The event will bring together Members of Parliament (MPs) and fellow 
colleagues from liberal parties from across the globe, LI HRC Members, prominent human rights defenders, and 
members of the Danish public, for a celebration and a lively debate on the future of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights.

Please join us and help defend our shared values. 

In the following pages you will find copies of the co-authored OP-ED’s & infographics that have been produced as 
part of this campaign which have seen LI achieve in excess of 500,000 people reached on social media. 

With kind regards, 

Morten Østergaard
Leader
Radikale Venstre

Gordon Mackay
Secretary General
On behalf of Liberal International
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HUMAN RIGHTS EDITORIALS

As part of a Liberal International (LI) campaign to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights parliamentarians from LI member parties are being invited to write short 
opinion articles pertaining to some of the UDHR’s primary articles.

A blueprint adopted by world leaders to set humanity on a trajectory towards increased security and 
greater freedoms; this year we celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (UDHR).

Rapid decolonisation across continents, development of democratic institutions, and a faster rate of 
growth and human progress than has ever been recorded followed in the decades after the UDHR’s 
adoption. So why should the UDHR matter to people in the Philippines, Denmark or any other part of the 
world today?

We, the authors, are parliamentarians half a world apart – separated by sprawling continents, vast 
oceans, ethnic nuances, and unique traditions. But we are united by our values: the rule of law, human 
rights, and individual responsibility among others. The scale of our physical separation or differing cultural 
backgrounds in no way prevents us from spotting injustice in the world, coming together, and fighting to 
correct it. Right now, we believe, this fight has not been so important for 70 years.

For one of us, marking a 59th birthday today, defending our shared liberal-democratic values has resulted 
in 550 days of politically-motivated incarceration.

In 1948, the world’s political leaders possessed an unambiguous motivation, a purpose, and a clear sense 
of direction – at the heart of which sat democratic ideals like justice. Today, many world leaders are 
questioning, indeed even turning their backs on, international cooperation simply wishing to avoid the 
first hint of trouble. No group in our societies – young, old, poor, educated, one race or another – is exempt 
from the challenges we face in one form or another. 

The values enshrined in the UDHR are in desperate need of resuscitation. If freedom-loving, democracy-
cherishing peoples fail to come together, to act, to speak out soon, then we will quickly discover that 
events take over and that we will have started acting too late. Populist-nationalists have our democracies 
in their sights and they have already fired an opening salvo.

Like the proverbial ‘frog in a pot’ we are sleepwalking backwards towards darker times.

The spectre of creeping authoritarianism draped in a cloak of populist rhetoric has led to the act of 
defending of human rights itself as being portrayed as the problem, rather than the crucial part of the 
solution.

Today, it is not enough to oppress and abuse so blatantly.  Now, it has to be done in a slow, sneaking 
manner. First they strip you of your dignity and vilify you; then they falsify charges against you; finally, the 
point is held in stark relief: the cost of dissent evident for all to see.

We must be concerned with the future as much as we are with the past.

In 2015, as the Philippines’ Secretary of Justice under President Benigno “Noynoy” Aquino III, and Morten 
as Denmark’s Minister of the Economy and Interior, my country was winning plaudits for its social and 
economic advancement. Three short years later and most indicators show President Duterte’s Philippines 
is in serious trouble, the so-called ‘war on drugs’ has seen tens-of-thousands extra-judicially killed,  and 
politicians incarcerated without credible evidence. We cannot sit by while Russian meddling delivers 
repressive governments in certain European countries; as the politics of division is permitted to pervade 
the United States; or when human rights that protect workers, voters, and the vulnerable in parts of Asia 
are throttled to further enrich the powerful.

A Beacon in Dark Times: The UDHR turns 70 but why do we still need it?

 Senator Leila M. de Lima, Camp Crame, The Philippines (Secretary of Justice – 2010-15)

Morten Østergaard MP, Folketing, Denmark (Political leader of Radikale Venstre)  
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Inaction is a choice not a defence: one of the fathers of British liberalism, John Stuart Mill, summarised 
this forcefully when he wrote “let not any one pacify his conscience by the delusion that he can do no 
harm if he takes no part, and forms no opinion. Bad men need nothing more… than that good men 
should look on and do nothing.”

At its core the UDHR is a device, a functional mechanism, to bring world leaders together and agree on 
a basic set of principles relating to the treatment of people. If a president here or a prime minister there 
begins to stray from these commitments then it is our joint responsibility – from senior politicians to 
grass-roots campaigners – to stand up, to object, and to work together to ensure that everyone honours 
his or her commitments.
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HUMAN RIGHTS EDITORIALS

Forged in 1948 as a tool of global consensus to crack the twinned kernels of domination and 
discrimination, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) – 70 years’ old in December this year – 
is a milestone in our shared pursuit of basic liberties and development.

From The Philippines to Zanzibar, the human rights dialogue has flourished for seven decades, sweeping 
across continents and encouraging communities to challenge traditional beliefs. Liberals can be proud 
of the demand for the values we espouse, rooted in part in Eleanor Roosevelt’s great charter. The right to 
rights, both individual and collective, remains vociferous and persuasive.

For the authors, Liberal parliamentarians in Canada and Chile, we are engaged, at different stages, in one 
of the most emotive debates in the human rights lexicon: medically assisted dying. Autonomy is gaining 
ground in the doctor-patient relationship as control over important medical choices concerning end of 
life care increasingly rests with the patient.

As more countries embark on delicate debates surrounding medically assisted dying, they have a duty 
to consider their national rights’ charters but also the liberal values set out in the UDHR, as growing 
numbers of people consider whether it is principled for governments to forbid competent adults from 
dying with dignity, even in well-defined circumstances.  Our answer is that it is not.

Ten years after the UDHR was adopted, chair of the United Nations Human Rights Commission, Eleanor 
Roosevelt, asked: “Where, after all, do universal human rights begin? In small places, close to home – so 
close and so small that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they are the world of the 
individual person… where every man, woman and child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal 
dignity without discrimination.”

Yet the truth is that the decriminalization of medically assisted dying does not find its justification 
exclusively in the value of freedom; it is also deeply rooted in the very human need to protect a loved one 
from suffering. Medically assisted dying is equally concerned with compassion.

This is why, as the authors of this article, we urge countries to modernize their legislation to craft a 
space for autonomy and human rights to exist in harmony, in the context of medically assisted dying. To 
cultivate the debate we propose the following basic criteria, which are consistent with the law adopted in 
Canada and the bill successfully presented to the Chilean parliament.

In order to be eligible for legal medical assistance in dying a patient must:

1. Be at least 18 years old and mentally competent.
2. Make a request for medically assisted dying voluntarily and free of any external pressure or influence.
3. Be suffering from a serious irreversible terminal illness, disease or disability in which the patient is 

at a point where his or her natural death is reasonably foreseeable and is experiencing unbearable 
suffering that cannot be alleviated under conditions that are acceptable to him or her.

4. Declare, in front of two medical professionals on separate occasions, at least a certain period apart, 
that he or she wants medical assistance to end his or her life.

Under these very precise conditions, we believe that a society which respects individual freedom must 
recognize medically-assisted dying as a fundamental right.

A Fight for Dignity: Human rights and medically assisted dying

Vlado Mirosevic Verdugo MP 
 Member of Parliamentary Commission of International Relations, Liberal Party (Chile)

Anthony Housefather MP 
Chairman of the Standing Committee on Justice and Human Rights, Liberal Party (Canada)
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Those who seek to use the power of the state to restrict the freedoms of this select group of citizens seek 
to impose their moral beliefs on individuals living under conditions in which they have likely never lived. 
These are not values we share.  We strongly agree that no medical professional or other individual should 
ever be compelled to participate in medically assisted dying and that no individual should be encouraged 
or coerced to avail him or herself of it. But to prevent those individuals who meet all the criteria we 
set out above from making a choice to end their life through the power of criminal law goes too far in 
a society that values human rights and autonomy.  Medically assisted dying is being implemented in 
Canada and Colombia and it must not be relegated by politicians elsewhere to the league of ‘too tough 
to talk about’. We hope that those states which have not yet moved in this direction will do so carefully 
but promptly.
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INFOGRAPHICS
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A TRIBUTE TO DR. JULI MINOVES
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Dear Mr President, Dear Juli!
 
At the end of your third mandate as President of Liberal International, I would like to thank you for all your efforts 
for our organisation.

As Deputy President you were of great support to me in my role as Liberal International President. We were an 
effective team. 

As my successor, you have further developed LI. You took the initiative for the Andorra Manifesto. Together with 
Karl-Heinz Paqué, the current President of the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom, and incoming LinI 
Deputy President, you composed a liberal outlook for many decades to come. 

As former Foreign Minister and former diplomat, you opened the United Nations network for Liberal International. 
As man of peace and co-operation, you tried to bridge the gap between Madrid and Barcelona. We worked 
together in this. 

Liberal International under your leadership has played a very constructive role. As Past President you will take over 
my role within Liberal International and its Bureau. You will support the incoming President of Liberal International, 
Hakima El Haitee. So it is not an adieu but an au revoir! 

Again, thank you Juli, Leader, Friend, Family Man, Diplomat and Personality! 

Wish best wishes,
Your friend and collegue, 

Hans van Baalen MEP

Hans van Baalen MEP, ALDE Party President & LI President of Honour  

A Personal Tribute to Dr. Juli Minoves
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BUREAU ELECTIONS 2019
Meet the Candidates

Hakima el Haité is a member of the executive board of Mouvement Populaire 
Morocco. As well as being deputy president of INLW,  she was elected as the 
deputy president of Liberal International at the 70th-anniversary congress in 
Andorra in 2017.

El Haité is an internationally recognised leader in the fields of environmental 
sustainability development & climate change. As the former Minister of 
Environment for the Kingdom of Morocco, she was a major actor in bringing 
COP22 to Morocco. She was elected vice president of COP 21 (Paris Agreement) 
and appointed as Special Envoy and UN High-Level Champion of the 
International Climate Conference (COP 22).

Professor Karl-Heinz Paqué is the chairman of the Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation for Freedom (FNF). As well as being a member of the Freie 
Demokratische Partei (FDP) federal executive committee, he was elected as 
one of the vice-presidents of Liberal International at the 70th-anniversary 
congress in Andorra in 2017. 

In addition to serving as minister of finance to the state of Saxony-Anhalt 
between 2002-06, Professor Paqué is today the Chair of International 
Economics at the Otto-von-Guericke-University of Magdeburg and Dean of the 
faculty of economics and management. He holds Ph. D. from the University of 
Kiel where he worked as a Professor, research director, and department head 
at the Kiel Institute for the World Economy from 1991-1996. 

Cellou Dalein Diallo is the leader & president of UFDG, the official opposition 
party in Guinea. As a former Prime Minister, he has held multiple ministerial 
positions in which he has successfully implemented political and development 
programmes in line with liberal values.

As a political leader, Diallo passionately believes in human rights, freedom, 
accountability and social justice. His ethos is built on a platform based on 
national unity, sustainable development and the promotion of democratic 
culture in Guinea. Diallo’s experience and commitment to liberal values coupled 
with his political determination will help him reach his goals to make Guinea a 
country respectful of liberal principles and ideas. His ambition, to successfully 
expand liberalism throughout Africa, is why he would like to continue exercising 
his current mandate on the LI Bureau as vice president for another term.

Hamid Hamid is Deputy Chairperson of the Committee on Legal Affairs and 
Deputy Head of Delegation to the Parliamentary Assembly in the Council of 
Europe. As well as currently sitting on the Foreign Affairs Committee he was 
elected as a Member of Bulgarian Parliament in 2011 and since then he has 
worked actively in the parliamentary group of the Movement for Rights & 
Freedom (MRF).

In addition to being a qualified lawyer who has worked on numerous Human 
Rights issues, Hamid Hamid has been part of the liberal family for many years 
and knows that the liberal world order is in danger. Hamid would like to serve 
on the LI Bureau as a vice president to continue defending and spreading 
liberal values and is committed to fighting the liberal dream of a multicultural 
and diverse society. 
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Kitty Monterrey is the National President of the Party: Citizens for Liberty in 
Nicaragua. Following a successful professional career both in the United States 
and in Nicaragua, in 2005 she actively supported Eduardo Montealegre in 
founding a new liberal political party.

Monterrey held the position of Executive Director until 2016, when the legal 
representation for the Party was revoked by the government, in an effort to 
suppress all liberal opposition. Following that year’s fraudulent elections and 
with the support of thousands of their former members, she founded her new 
Party, Citizens for Liberty (CxL). Nicaragua is suffering the worst suppression 
of the last decades with a death toll of almost 500, thousands in prison or in 
exile and constant violation of human rights. Therefore her priority, if elected 
a vice president of the LI Bureau, would be to ensure all nations are aware of 
their struggle against the so-called Socialism of the 21st Century, as well as 
dedicating all her efforts to the liberal cause for freedom and democracy.

Abir al-Sahlani is a Swedish politician with a background in international 
development. She was elected as vice-president at LI’s 70th-anniversary 
congress in Andorra in 2017.

Between 2011-14, Ms Al-Sahlani was a Member of Parliament and, prior to this, 
served as one of the youngest members of the Härnösand municipality council. 
Iraqi by birth, she has worked extensively on reconstruction and democracy 
projects in Iraq. In 2003 she returned to Iraq for four years, where she worked as 
Liaison officer for the Governing Council of Baghdad (2003-04), coordinating 
relations between the council and Iraqi ministries and successfully promoted 
the founding of a centre for democracy and a youth parliament. She has a 
Master’s degree in computer system science from Stockholm University.

As well as holding the position of Secretary General for the Council of 
Asian Liberals, Kiat Sittheeamorn is Deputy Leader of the Democrat Party 
of Thailand, responsible for Foreign Affairs and Economics and serves as a 
Member of Human Rights Committee of Liberal International.

Sittheeamorn has had a vast political career, being elected twice as a Member 
of Parliament who has been actively involved in Thai Politics since 1997. He has 
served as the Advisor to Prime Minister Chuan Leekpai & acted as the special 
envoy of the Prime Minister on international trade and investment for Thailand 
between 2008 -2011. Prior to his political career, he served as the Director of 
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), the Chairman of ICC Thailand, the 
Director of the Thai Chamber of Commerce and the Deputy Secretary General 
of the Board of Trade of Thailand. It is Sittheeamorn’s goal to bring Asian voices 
& LI together by focusing on different perspectives and challenges facing 
political parties in the Asian region, therefore enriching the vision and mission 
of LI as a whole.

Astrid Thors is a Finnish politician & the former Organisation for Security 
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) High Commissioner on National 
Minorities (2013-2016). She currently serves as deputy chairperson of Liberal 
International’s Human Rights Committee and was elected as vice president at 
LI’s 70th-anniversary congress in Andorra in 2017. 

Ms Thors has extensive experience in international politics and human rights 
which provides valuable insight into international relations and diplomacy. 
She served parliamentary terms in the European Parliament (1996-2004) and 
in the Finnish Parliament (2004-2013), where she was the Finnish Minister of 
Migration and European Affairs (2007-11).
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Robert Woodthorpe Browne is the Chairman of the Federal International 
Relations Committee of the UK Liberal Democrats who has led the delegation 
to LI Executives and Congresses for over a decade. He has also served as 
Chairman of Liberal International’s British Group and is their Vice President. 
Woodthorpe Browne has served both as Vice President and Treasurer on the LI 
Bureau. He is multilingual, has visited 153 countries and his experience with so 
many cultures helps contribute to the Bureau and Congress discussions.

Woodthorpe Browne has served under 2 Presidents and seeks a final mandate 
to assist the incoming President in her first term. He welcomes the Climate 
Justice addition to LI’s work having a professional interest in the theme which is 
truly Liberal. He has supported the Human Rights work too, attending sessions 
at the Geneva HQ of UNCHR. His lifelong philosophy has been total liberty of 
individual expression and opportunity within a social framework.

Manfred R. Eisenbach is the secretary general of the Deutsche Gruppe der 
Liberal International (DGLI) as well as being a member of the Free Democratic 
Party (FDP) for half a century who is standing for re-election on Liberal 
International’s Bureau. 

With a background in law and economics, Eisenbach has served as managing 
director of the FDP Bundestag caucus for 25 years and is now an independent 
business consultant running two companies for the past 15 years. Eisenbach 
has had an extensive involvement in Liberal International, being involved in 
the constitutional reform process of LI and is working hard on a new financial 
charter which includes a better subscription scheme for the organisation. Both 
reforms will improve LI’s governance and he hopes to accomplish these reforms 
at the 63rd Congress in Spring 2020.

Judith Pallarés is a member of Liberals d’Andorra and a Member of Parliament. 
Her strong commitment to liberalism was first shown in 2003 as a young 
mother when she was elected to her hometown’s Council which paved the 
foundation for her party’s return to the Andorran Parliament in 2015.

Pallarés has a political science degree and extensive training and expertise 
in project management. This was clearly displayed at the 2017 LI Congress in 
Andorra, where she was the on-site organiser who led the team of members & 
volunteers that drove success in the event. With a solid financial management 
and funding, she hopes to build on these keys to ensure prosperity for Liberal 
International. Pallarés offers to build a positive relationship of smooth 
communication with the membership + partners in Spanish, French and 
English.

El Hadji Omar Youm is a Senegalese politician and member of Alliance pour 
la Démocratie et la Fédération (Burkina Faso) as well as Alliance Pour La 
Republique (Senegal). The promotion of liberalism, helping local communities 
and creating opportunities for the people have been his life’s commitment.

Youm holds a Masters in Law from University Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar and 
has trained in civil and commercial law. His passion for politics started as 
a young liberal under Maître Wade (a former President of Senegal). As co-
treasurer his ambition is to look into diversifying the sources of funding for our 
organisation outside membership fees. He offers his experience, network, and 
the positive spirit of Africa. Youm aims to grow a stronger, visible and more 
recognised Liberal International.
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HOW TO VOTE USING STV  
 
This year for the first time in LI’s history – voting will take place electronically in accordance with 
the Single Transferable Vote system.
 
VOTING IS EASY
 
Instead of ticking (√) the candidates you want to vote for, with STV you number the candidates 
in order of preference. Put a 1 beside the candidate you like best, then a 2 beside your second 
choice, 3 by your third choice, and so on.
 
You can rank as few or as many candidates as you wish.
 
WHAT DOES THE NUMBERING DO?
 
By giving the number “1” to a candidate, you are saying that the candidate is your number one 
choice.
 
By ranking candidates in your preferred order - 1,2,3,4 and so on - you are also saying which 
other candidates you prefer:
 
• If your top choice doesn’t have enough support to get in or;
• If your top choice doesn’t need all the votes they received to be elected as (s)he goes over the 

required quota.
 
HOW CANDIDATES ARE ELECTED
 
In an STV election, candidates must reach a certain number of votes to get elected. This is called 
a quota.
 
The quota is based on the total number of votes divided by the number of vacant positions plus 1 
vote.
 
The votes a candidate gains over the quota are redistributed to the other candidates in the order 
of preference. This means that surplus votes are not ‘wasted’ but are available to help other 
candidates to get elected.
 
HOW ARE THE VOTES COUNTED?
 
• The counting process tallies all first preference votes.
• If a candidate is elected, they keep only the proportion of the vote they need to reach the 

quota.
• The surplus part of each vote is transferred to your second choice. -The votes are tallied 

again.
• If another candidate gets more votes than they need to be elected, the surplus part of each 

vote for that candidate will be transferred to your third choice.
• If a candidate does not have enough support to get elected, that candidate is eliminated and 

all votes for that candidate are transferred to your next choices.
• This process is repeated until enough candidates are elected to fill the vacant positions.
 

BALLOTING AND VOTING
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ESTABLISHMENT OF THE  
CLIMATE JUSTICE COMMITTEE
Committe Member profiles

Willem-Fredrik Schiltz
Open Vld
Belgium

Mr Schiltz is currently an MP in the Flemish Parliament, where he serves as the 
second Deputy President for the Committee on the Follow-up of the Climate 
Change policies in Flanders. He is also a full member for the committee on the 
Environment, Nature, Spatial Planning Energy and Animal Welfare. Mr Schiltz 
has throughout his parliamentary career worked for liberal solutions on the 
issues of climate change. 

Louise Vinter Alis
Radikale Venstre 
Denmark

Ms Alis serves as Chair of Radikale Venstres’ forum for sustainable transition. 
She holds a Master’s degree in environmental engineering from the Technical 
University of Denmark and works as a Senior Compliance Manager in Mærsk 
Drilling.

Kimmo Tiilikainen 
Minister of Environment, Energy & Housing  
Keskusta

Kimmo Tiilikainen was appointed Minister of the Environment, Energy and 
Housing in May 2017. Before that he served the same Government as the 
Minister of Agriculture and the Environment since May 2015. Mr. Tiilikainen has 
been a Member of Parliament since 2003 and previously served as the Minister 
of the Environment from 2007 to 2008. He is also an organic farmer and 
forester and has a long-standing personal interest in finding solutions to the 
challenges of the global climate change.

In line with the Berlin Declaration on Climate Justice (2018), the Climate Justice Committee will deliver liberals’ 
answers to climate change. Based on our core liberal principles – individual freedom, freedom of choice and rule of 
law, we aim to set a liberal agenda on climate justice. The Climate Justice Committee will be inaugurated during the 
Congress Administrative session in Dakar. 
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Lukas Kohler
FDP
Germany

Lukas Kohler is an elected member to the German Bundestag and serves as 
the Free Democrats’ spokesperson on Climate Policy. He is assigned to the 
Bundestag standing Committee on Environment, Nature Conservation and 
Nuclear Safety. Mr Kohler is a longstanding member of the FDP and has a 
strong interest in the field of environment and its ethics. 

Steven Linares
Liberal Party of Gibraltar 
Gibraltar

Mr Steven Linares is a MP at the Gibraltar Parliament and is the Minister for 
Culture, the Media, Youth and Sport. He was instrumental in changing the 
method of electricity production in Gibraltar, as well as building the facilities 
for the forthcoming carbon-neutral Gibraltar International Natwest Island 
Games.  In addition to these large projects, Mr. Linares helped bringing “Friends 
of the Earth” – an international network of environmental organisations – to 
Gibraltar.

Marijn Bosman
D66
Netherlands

Marijn Bosman is a member of the Amsterdam city council for D66 and 
in which she has played a crucial role since 2014. Prior to this, Ms. Bosman 
worked extensively on issues of climate and energy while being the Senior 
Communication Advisor on Climate and Energy at the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs and Climate Policy, and as a Sustainability advisor at CREM. For 
her work and passion for sustainability, she received a nomination for the 
“Sustainable Young 100”.

Perla Hernandez
IFLRY

Perla Hernandez is the Co-Programme Manager of IFLRY’s Climate Change 
Programme and a driving force in IFLRY’s efforts to do climate change 
advocacy on an international level. Perla holds a BSc in Political Science and 
Environmental Studies and is currently pursuing an MSc in the same field. Perla 
has started several important initiatives on behalf of IFLRY’s climate change 
programme, which have increased the visibility of IFLRY’s climate-change 
related efforts. 
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Ruth Richardson
INLW
Netherlands

Ruth Richardson is member of the Water Board of Rhineland. Through this she 
is involved daily in Sustainability and Water issues in the Netherlands. She has 
a strong interest in the field of women and girls rights, climate change and 
human rights and has recently started to take part in International Platforms 
and Conferences on Climate Change and Water Issues.

Milosz Hodun
ELF 

Milosz Hodun, PhD, is international officer of Projekt: Polska Association and 
international advisor at Nowoczesna, Polish liberal party. He is a member of 
the Board of Directors of the European Liberal Forum, think tank of the ALDE 
Party, a part-time teacher at Reykjavik University School of Law and former 
negotiations tracker at UNFCCC events. 

Ross Purdon
DA
South Africa

Ross Purdon is the DA Deputy Shadow Minister for Environmental Affairs. He 
was educated at Kingswood College and attended the Cedara Agricultural 
College. Ross was a Ward Councillor in the Ndalmbe Local Municipality and 
a Member of the Eastern Cape Provincial Legislature before he became a 
Member of the National Assembly in 2016. Ross has served the DA and its 
predecessor, the Democratic Party, since 1989, in various positions such as 
Branch and Constituency Chair. 

Susanna Rivero Baughman
Llibertat i Democracia
Spain

Susanna Rivero Baughman is the Foreign Affairs and Cooperation Advisor 
at the Ministry for Environment and Sustainability in the Government of 
Catalonia. Before this, Ms. Baughman worked for the Ministry of Environment 
and Housing. She is also the leading member of the Regions Adapt, the first 
global initiative of regional governments to take action on climate change 
adaptations. 
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Kristina Yngwe
Centerpartiet
Sweden

Kristina Yngwe is a member of parliament and the Center party’s spokesperson 
on environmental policy and member of the party’s Executive Committee. She 
serves as the Vice President in the Parliamentary Committee on Agriculture 
and Environments. She has an agronomist degree and runs a farm in the 
southern parts of Sweden.

Karin Karlsbro
Liberalerna
Sweden

Karin Karlsbro is the chair-person of Liberalernas’ Green-Fraction, a board 
member of SILC (Swedish International Liberal Centre) and head of 
sustainability (Stockholm, Property Association). She has a passion for people 
and the environment and as a bachelor degree in law from the University of 
Stockholm.  

Pornphrom Vikitsreth
Democrat Party of Thailand
Thailand

Pornphrom Vikitsreth is a policy analyst at the democrat party of Thailand and 
has been a strong advocate of the party’s climate change agendas, employing 
both mitigation and adaptation approaches. He has also raised awareness of 
climate change matters among youth networks and local communities around 
the country and holds an MSc in Global Affairs from New York University. 

Duncan Brack
Liberal Democrats and LIBG
UK

Duncan Brack is an independent environmental policy analyst. From 2010 to 
2012 he was special adviser at the UK Department of Energy and Climate 
Change; before that he worked for Chatham House, and from 1998 to 2003 
was head of its Sustainable Development Programme. His areas of expertise 
include international forestry policy, forest governance and the timber trade, 
climate policy, low-carbon investment, bioenergy, public procurement, the 
interaction between environmental regulation and trade rules, ozone depletion 
and the Montreal Protocol, and international environmental crime.
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POLITICAL SITUATION IN SENEGAL

Senegal is one of Africa’s most stable democracies and has undergone two peaceful transfers of power between 
rival parties since 2000. The government’s respect for civil liberties has improved over time, and the country is 
known for its independent media and public engagement in free expression and debate. Ongoing challenges include 
corruption in government, weaknesses in the rule of law, and inadequate protections for the rights of women and 
LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender) people.

INFORMATION ABOUT SENEGAL

Make sure you are up date with your regular vaccinations which include: measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, 
diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, varicella (chickenpox) vaccine, polio vaccine, and your yearly flu shot.

Before arriving in Senegal, please make sure you have the following vaccinations up to date:
 • Hepatitis A
 • Malaria
 • Typhoid 
 • Yellow fever

Country entry requirement: The government of Senegal also requires proof of yellow fever vaccination if you are 
traveling from a country with risk of yellow fever. Please check if your country is mentioned in the table below.

Vaccinations

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/yellowbook/2018/infectious-diseases-related-to-travel/yellow-fever#5291
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If you arrive in Senegal without a visa, the Secretariat will not be able to facilitate the requisition of a visa on such 
short-term notice. To avoid any complications please check if your nationality allows visa-free travel to attend the 
conference.

Passport:
Your passport must be valid for at least three months from the date of entry to Senegal

Evidence of return:
You may be refused entry if you don’t have evidence of return or onward travel.

Visa

Map of Senegal

https://www.reisbizz.nl/nieuws/categorie/2/airlines/tui-gambia-situatie-geen-gevolgen-voor-senegal-operatie

Weather

The capital Dakar is located in a particularly mild area, because it’s on the tip of a peninsula (the Cap-Vert 
peninsula), overlooking the ocean, and enjoys by far the mildest climate of Senegal. It is recommended to bring light 
clothes for the day, sweatshirt and jacket for the evening.

November Climate and Weather Average in Dakar.

Beginning of dry season 
High Temp: 30°C/86°F
Low Temp: 23°C/73°F
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We recommend you acquire a local SIM card upon your arrival to Senegal at the airport.  In the arrivals hall you can 
purchase from the network Orange.

Senegal’s country code: +221

Communications

Restaurants and bars: In upmarket restaurants, expect to tip around 10%. Sometimes this amount is already 
included in the bill, so check that first. It is not normal to tip in cheap, roadside eateries and fast food places.

Taxi drivers: Locals typically don’t tip taxi drivers. You agree on a fixed price beforehand and you’re expected to pay 
only that amount.

Tipping hotel staff: Again, tipping is only expected in nicer hotels. If you’re happy with the service you received, tip 
hotel staff the equivalent of $2 in local currency.

Gratuity and Tipping

In Senegal the power plugs and sockets are of type C, D, E and K which are shown below.

Power Sockets 

Please ensure you have informed Liberal International of your arrival and departure times so appropriate transport 
can be provided.

Although, many visitors find hailing taxis from streets to be cheaper than contacting a taxi service from your hotel, 
their quality is variable. Therefore, we recommend using the transportation provided by your hotel for your own 
safety.  

Transportation and Safety Around Dakar
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Medical Emergencies

In case of sickness or accident during the conference, the participant should immediately notify a member of the 
Secretariat of Liberal International. Participants are advised to ensure that they have adequate insurance coverage, 
either at their own expense or at the expense of their nominating organization for sickness, accident and third-
party risk covering the entire duration of the stay in Senegal. Neither Liberal International, nor the host, accepts 
responsibility or liability for such contingencies. 

Emergency Contact Information

Police: 17

Tourist Police Unit: (+221) 33 860-3810

Ambulance: 15

Fire Department: 18

Emergencies
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Profile of Partners

Alliance pour la République (APR) 

APR was originally formed in 2008 by former Prime Minister, and now President of the 
Republic of Senegal – Macky Sall. The success obtained on the national level brought 
the party and Macky Sall to government for over ten uninterrupted years. Currently, 
the party holds the majority of the National Assembly with 125 seats.

African Liberal Network (ALN) 

 The ALN encompasses an alliance of 44 African Liberal Democratic Parties from 30 
different countries. The network developed from what was formerly the Organisation 
of African Liberal Parties and since then has promoted liberal objectives and 
principles throughout the continent.

International Network of Liberal Women (INLW) 

 The INLW is an international association of liberal groups, parties, organisations 
and individuals. The organisation functions on the basis of the Convention on the 
Elimination of Discrimination against women (CEDAW) and is largely inspired by the 
principles of the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights.

International Federation of Liberal Youth (IFLRY)
 
IFLRY is a federation that began with two competing liberal youth movements 
that united under the IFLRY umbrella in 1979.  IFLRY has the core goal of globalising 
freedom and is present in all continents.

Democraten 66 (D66) 

D66’s slogan “Good education, good climate, good work” (Goed onderwijs, goed 
klimaat, goed werk), reflects its methods of democratic reforms. In addition to its 19 
seats in the House of Representatives, the party holds 10 seats in the Senate and 4 in 
the European Parliament.
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The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom (FNF) 
 
 The Foundation was established in Germany in 1958 and represents a strong network 
of democratic parties, human rights organisations and academic establishments 
in Germany and the rest of the world. The Foundation supports national initiatives 
which represent its ideals: freedom and responsibility.  

The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom (FNF) South Asia
 
The FNF branch in South Asia, based in New Delhi, believes that the pursuit of liberty 
is an essential goal of humanity. The Foundation aims at spreading their core values 
in the region by enhancing the rule of law and economic freedom, training young 
leaders and socialising the market economy. In India, for instance, the FNF has saved 
millions of people from poverty through economic liberalisation. 

The Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom (FNF) Africa
 
The FNF has also been active in sub-Saharan Africa since 1991. The Foundation’s 
work focuses on helping train public representatives and cooperating with think tank 
partners to analyse political and economic freedom in Africa and introduce liberal 
approaches into policy debates. 

The Foundation’s West African office located in Senegal, Dakar, similarly engages 
in the active promotion of human rights, the rule of law, liberal democracy and 
the market economy. In addition to providing a framework for discourse and 
communication for West African parties, FNF aims to abolish corruption in the 
continent for a free and advancing society.

National Democratic Institute (NDI)
 
Since its founding in 1983, the NDI has established over 50 field offices worldwide 
that are working on strengthening democratic institutions and practices around 
the globe. The non-profit, nonpartisan and nongovernmental organisation focuses 
on civic programmes, improvement of democratic governance and support of 
democratic parties and women in politics. All of NDI’s projects uphold the principles 
enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe (ALDE)
 
The ALDE Party consists of 60 member parties and thousands of individual members 
from countries across Europe with 68 seats in the European Parliament and 103 seats 
in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. In party plays a vital role in 
supporting European integration and the European single market. 
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Affiliated Parties of Liberal International

Rewmi 

Rewmi was formed in 2006 and is currently led by former Prime Minister and mayor 
of the city Thies – Idrissa Seck.  Until 2013, the party was part of the Benno Bok 
Yaakaar coalition which got 10 deputies in the 2012 election. Rewmi is also a member 
of the African Liberal Network (ALN) which ensures the freedom and dignity of 
all people through, establishes political and civil rights and follows other liberal 
objectives and principles.

Parti Démocratique Sénégalais (PDS) 

PDS is currently the main opposition party in Senegal led by former President of 
Senegal from 2000-2012 Abdoulaye Wade. The party has been part of the African 
Liberal Network (ALN) which helped PDS to establish solidarity with other member 
parties. Within Senegal, the party has been part of the Patriotic Front for the 
Defence of the Republic since 2014 with And-Jëf/African Party for Democracy and 
Socialism.
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